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Lyn Bennett.  Women Writing of  Divinest Things:  Rhetoric and the Poetry of  Pembroke,
Wroth and Lanyer.  Pittsburgh: Duquesne University Press, 2004.  xi + 331 pp.

$60.00.  Review by FRANCES TEAGUE, UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA.

Lyn Bennett studies the rhetoric used by three early modern women:

Mary Sidney Herbert, the Countess of Pembroke; her niece, Lady Mary

Sidney Wroth; and Amelia Lanyer Bassano.  Each woman has received schol-

arly and critical attention over the past few decades as the academic world has

become aware of the research possibilities offered by women who wrote in

Elizabethan and Jacobean England.  The trio combines fine language with

exciting lives and well-connected acquaintances, making them particularly teach-

able: students can study the literary works, enjoy the life stories, and wonder at

their glittering connections.  The problem with that approach, as Bennett

points out, is that focusing on their lives can obscure the way one understands

their works.  Some critics have condescendingly dismissed the work as un-

equal to that produced by men like Sir Philip Sidney, John Donne, or William

Shakespeare; others limit interpretation to the biographical elements, a particu-

lar problem with Wroth criticism; or a few misread the works by trying to

make the early modern world into one suspiciously similar to the present day.

Bennett offers a corrective by examining the major work through rhetorical

analysis.  Specifically, she begins with an extended chapter on the importance

of rhetoric to the literature of the period, asking why no one has done a

sustained rhetorical analysis of the poetry of  Pembroke, Wroth, and Lanyer.

In that opening she reviews the role of rhetoric in the early modern period,

sketches the principal points of contention, and argues forcefully for women

as participants in the rhetorical world.  A concluding section sums up and

completes the discussion that begins the book.  As Bennett notes there,

... it seems that discussions of rhetorical culture tend to become exclusive

through an antithetical aim. In order to be inclusive, one must focus on estab-

lishing some identifiable generalities, and such generalities inevitably exclude

someone or something. In the case of  the rhetorical tradition, that someone is

women and that something is often specificities of rhetorical practice. (251)

Bennett hopes to offer an alternative approach in her discussion of these

three women and their poetry.
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Bennett discusses the writers, offering a preface and four body chapters

for each woman, which examine the rhetorical aspects of a specific work and

its problems.  The brief prefatory section offers the background and per-

sonal context for the woman under consideration, but that section is not the

important work here, as the book makes clear by using an italic font in the

brief essays.  Those familiar with the writer might even skip the material.  Yet

that readerly haste would be a mistake, for the prefatory sections do offer a

clear indication of Bennett’s own position on certain literary questions:  Do

Pembroke’s translations of the penitential psalms have a substantial political

subtext?  Where can one find the balance between the public and private

voice in Wroth’s corona of  sonnets?  Or how do class issues affect critical

assessments of Lanyer’s Salve Deus Rex Judæorum?  The body chapters offer

Bennett’s own analyses of each work.  In the case of the Countess of Pem-

broke, for example, Bennett’s focus on rhetoric offers a useful corrective to

the blinkered critics of the past.  She shows that critics have simply failed to

recognize anaphora or other rhetorical devices and consequently misread

Pembroke’s work.  Despite Bennett’s considerable tact, such critics end up

looking pretty foolish.  In the case of Wroth, Bennett’s consideration of how

Wroth constructs the corona of sonnets leads to an elegant deconstruction of

such binaries as public and private voices or the sacred and the secular.  Bennett’s

focus is instead on the circle that underlies the form, both as trope and sym-

bol.  Finally, when Bennett turns to Lanyer, she discusses the way that the work

simultaneously praises and persuades.  Further she argues for a reading that

attends more consciously to rhetorical style.  By doing so one becomes aware

of the paradoxical mix of plain style with Petrarchan richness as the poem

considers the resurrection of Christ.  Throughout all of the body chapters

Bennett offers useful corollary readings of  other canonical poems.  She also

turns the reader’s attention to the way that religious issues and tropes permeate

each work.

The book wrestles with issues of gender criticism, identity politics, and

false binaries, which are familiar problems to anyone who works on early

modern women writers.  At times, Bennett seems uncertain whether her

reader is someone who already knows about such issues or a novice who

must have them explained; similarly she seems unsure of how much she

needs to explain about what rhetoric is and what it does.  On page 15, for

example, she explains parenthetically that rhetors are “users of rhetoric,” yet a
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few pages later one is in the thick of a discussion of Ramist ideas about “the

confusion of dialectic and rhetoric.”  Inevitably in reading a study of rhetoric,

one must assess the rhetorical skills of the author, and I found myself wishing

that Bennett expected either more or less of me.  Nevertheless, the work as a

whole is a fine piece of work that sheds new light on important literary work,

while reminding us that it is foolish to neglect old approaches like rhetorical

analysis.  It is certainly worthy of its position in the Duquesne University Press

distinguished series, Medieval and Renaissance Literary Studies.

Hero Chalmers.  Royalist Women Writers 1650-1689.  Oxford: Clarendon Press,

2004.  xii + 228 pp.  $110.00.  Review by ELIZABETH CLARKE,

UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK.

This careful study offers a re-evaluation of the benefits of royalism for

early modern female authors, often seen as “paradoxical beneficiaries” (197)

of a patriarchal ideology.  Hero Chalmers sees no easy linear progression for

women’s authorship established in the work of Margaret Cavendish, Katherine

Philips, and Aphra Behn.  Her book traces the interplay of retirement and

political action, modesty and self-assertion, chastity and eroticism, which car-

ries a different charge in each of the three writers.  The volume begins in an

attempt to understand the self-promotion of Margaret Cavendish in terms

of an ethic of  heroic femininity.  In this discussion, a consideration of class is

seen as essential, a welcome modification of statements about gendered au-

thorship in the early modern period.  Chalmers argues that female display is

actually a necessity for royalist aristocrats, whilst remaining transgressive for

lower orders.  Her case, while detailed and interesting, would be more con-

vincing if  there were more evidence for the positive reception of Cavendish’s

published texts: the well-known derogatory responses from contemporaries

remain somewhat damning.

The substantial section on Katherine Philips focuses not on female friend-

ship or Philips’ politics alone, but on the politics of female friendship.  It offers

a study of how female friendship was used by royalists, and even how female

friendship could encode royalism.  In the process it supplies a great deal of

new literary and historical detail that illuminates the theme of female friend-

ship in Philips’ poetry.  Chalmers stresses the importance of  manuscript circu-


